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Not a Drop 

Isaiah 51.17–52.6 

Sermon 
New members. New officers. New staff: Steven M. 

Those of us who are on FB entered into a new exp this wk. From beg 
FB allowed users to respond 1 of 2 ways to another pers status: like or 
comment. & for almost as long FB users have asked for more options, 
e.g., a dislike button. Well, this week we got our wish. Five options: 
like, love, sad, angry, wow. Seems simple enough, but now a new prob: 
human emos too complex for this sys. Larry Rosen, emeritus psych prof 
at Cal State & author of iDisorder, book on tech obsession: “Our life 
has been distilled into finding a way to express our feelings with the 
least amount of effort. If clicking a ‘sad’ button makes us feel like we 
have expressed a deep emotion in a split-second, we’ve got problems.” 
Don't dismiss too quickly as idle ranting of old fogey. Joanna Stern 
writing in Wed's WSJ ills new prob: "Addition of two negative buttons 
[sad & angry] is freeing. When faced with a heavy-hearted post, you no 
longer have to debate whether to mash the Like button to show support. 
Now we can express anger & sadness w a click. That doesn’t mean we 
should. Before the Sad button, we had to type out meaningful responses 
to rough news—whether it be the death of a loved one, or a battle with a 
life-threatening disease. Now, an already-impersonal shortcut just got 
even more impersonal." Her suggestion: "Instead of, or in addition to, 
tapping that button, tap into your heart to write a real message. Or 
heaven forbid, make a phone call." But even that is relatively new tech. 
Whatever human emos are, far more complex than at 1st thought. 

Think that's hard to understand, what about complexity of divine emos? 
Bring up bc of emotional lang used of God in this psg, namely, wrath/
anger (17). G's call to awake. Earlier in ch 51, peo hear promise of G's 
salv & eagerly pray for him to bring it now: awake, awake, arm of Y (9). 
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But G says it is not he that must awake, but his peo. Like drunkard in 
his stupor. But not drunk on wine (21), instead drunk/filled w wrath of Y 
(20). Ergo picturesque phrase of 17: cup of his wrath. 1st use of cup of 
wrath (Ps 75.8, in the hand of Y is a cup full of foaming wine mixed w 
spices, he pours it out & all the wicked of the earth drink it down to its 
very dregs). Human wickedness repaid w wrath, measured drop for drop 
in equal measure for sin like wine poured into a chalice. Oswalt: "those 
who have sinned vs G must drink cup their sins have filled up" (___). 

But is it wrath, or is it merely justice? Over centuries many Xians have 
attempted to dismiss emotion in G as figurative/metaphorical. Instead 
view G as emotionless, wo passions. Emos would be beneath the divine. 
Ergo refs to wrath must be anthropomorphism. Here they'd point to syn 
parallel: cp. wrath w stagger (17), wrath w rebuke (20). Simply ref to 
justice. Ergo WCF: “There is but one only living & true G, who is inf in 
being & perfection, a most pure spirit, invisible, w/o body, parts, or 
passion” (2.1; so 1689 2nd London). AA Hodge: “From very nature of 
matter & its affections, it is inconsistent w those infinite & absolute 
perfections which are of his essence. . . . When the Scrs . . . speak of his 
being grieved, or jealous, they use metaphorical lang, teaching us that 
he acts toward us as a man would when agitated by such passions” (49). 

Yet can't get around fact that the word anger/wrath is used. Could have 
used the word "justice/r," so must describe something really present in 
G, even if metaphorical language. & besides if G has no emos, where do 
humans get them from? Not sufficient to say from the fall, bc positively 
told in Scr to rejoice & weep & yes, even at times to be angry. Bear his 
image & in some way our emos reflective of what he really is like. No 
doubt corrupted by the fall, but don't think that G unmoved Mover of 
Aristotle/dispassionate uber-rationalist of heaven. Scr won't let us. 

But anger? in G? really? Troublesome thought indeed. Ergo others have 
taken opp tack: unlike theologians who say G's wrath is figurative 
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pointing to his justice, many simply deny it altogether: "G a G of love, 
not of anger." & some hold this view but still try to take Scr seriously, 
so they say, "G's wrath an OT concept, G of OT an angry G, but G of 
NT a loving G." Packer: "The subj of divine wrath has become taboo in 
modern society & Xians by & large have accepted the taboo & 
conditioned themselves never to raise the matter" (149). 

But imposs to take Scr seriously & hold this view bc G's wrath 
permeates NT just as much as his love permeates Old. Mk 1.43 records 
story of leper asking J to be healed & J was indignant bc relig leaders 
cared nothing for sick man but only wanted to see if J would do 
something to incriminate himself. Mk 10.14 tells us J was indignant at 
discs bc they were turning away women & children who were coming 
for blessing. Jn 2.15 records that J took time to make a whip to drive out 
those who had turned only place Gens could worship into barnyard. & 
Jn 11.38 tells us that at grave of Laz J was deeply moved, word used for 
anger, this time "a sense of angry outrage directed at monstrosity of 
death in G's world" (Packer). No wonder Paul tells us in Rom: the wrath 
of G is revealed from heaven vs all the godlessness & wickedness of peo
—not just what we think of as godlessness (e.g., murder & drunkenness 
& idolatry & sexual sin) but godlessness of self-justifying arrogance of 
relig peo (e.g., sellers in temple & relig leaders & his own discs). Need 
to be clear here: not talking about wrathful parent phys abusing his 
children. Talking about loving parent throwing her body at someone 
assaulting her children. Not Jenny's dad in "Forrest Gump," but more 
like Liam Neeson's char in "Taken." Not flying off the handle in blind 
rage, but measured, settled, justifiable anger. We misunderstand bc most 
of our anger unjustified. But Packer right: "G is only angry where anger 
is called for. Even among humans there is such a thing as righteous 
indig, tho perhaps rarely found. But all G's indig is righteous" (151). 

If you think of opp, you can see G's pt. Could someone be loving & not 
ever get angry? Indeed, right to be angry, right expression of love. We'd 
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be outraged by a G who is not outraged by evils in world. Look at what 
G's anger is directed at in v 23: oppression, crushing peo, walking over 
others in triumph either lit or meta. Could G be loving & not be angry 
over oppression in world? over brokenness? over sin? Ergo Warfield: 
"A man who cannot be angry, cannot be merciful." 

So not that we don't want a G of wrath, we certainly want one who 
passionately defends justice. We just don't want a G who is angry w us. 
So we either deny his wrath or minimize our sin. Either say, "No, G 
could never be angry" or "Yes, G right to be angry w Hitlers of world, 
but not w me." But both approaches deny what G tells us about himself. 
His love rightly moves him to anger, and his anger is directed vs all sin. 
Reason J said, He who bels is not condemned, but he who does not bel 
stands condemned already bc they have not bel'd in the name of G's one 
& only S. This is the verdict: Light has come into the world, but peo 
loved darkness instead of light bc their deeds were evil. (Jn 3.18–19). 
Our own sin may not seem to merit G's wrath bc we're not that bad or 
we're quite relig or we really try, but J's anger makes it clear—G's anger 
directed not just at godless but relig, it's all darkness, we stand 
condemned already. 

Shai Linne: 
I couldn't think of much worse if I tried 
Than a dude who smirks if you flirt with his bride 
So tell me, what kind of God would He be 
If He wasn't bothered to see idolatry? 
Is God just supposed to laugh and withhold His wrath 
When He's replaced by a golden calf? 
You say, I don't worship a golden calf!  
Well for us, it's self and sex and loads of cash 
Atrocious paths, we still don't know the half 
Of how these things provoke His holy wrath 
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& so history records cycle of sin & justice. We know from earlier in 
Heb B that Isr means of G's punishment on wicked before them. But 
here, 600–700 yrs after peo conquered promised land, quite obvious that 
Isr too guilty of sin & will soon fall victim to G's just punishment at 
hands of Bab. But look at vv 22–23: G promises Bab will be punished. 

So will cycle never end? Somehow must end: 2nd call to awake (1). 
What follows: hope. garments of splendor (1); shake off dust, rise up, 
sit enthroned, free yourself from chains on neck (2). Why? For (3) 
indicates grounds: redemption coming. But not something that will cost 
them: wo money (3). G will free them, cycle will be broken, but how? 

Isa keeps us in suspense, but not for much longer. By end of chap he 
will tell us: through the Serv (52.13). What we've been studying on 
comm Suns since Sept: Serv will suffer G's wrath on behalf of G's peo 
so that G's peo can go free. he was pierced for our trans, he was 
crushed for our inquiries, the punishment that brought us peace was on 
him & by his wounds we are healed (5), we all like sheep have gone 
astray, each of us has turned to our own way & Y has laid on him the 
iniquity of us all (6). This Serv who absorbs G's wrath is J. As we have 
carefully investigated Isa 53, no other conc works, no other interp 
satisfies, must be One who died for all, & that One is J. Ergo after Paul 
tells us bad news (Rom 1.18), points us to good news: now apart from 
the law the righteousness of G has been made known . . . given through 
faith in JX to all who bel. . . . G presented X as a sacr of atonement (lit. 
"propit") through the shedding of his blood—to be rec'd by faith (Rom 
3.21–22, 25). “G does not love us bc X died for us. X died for us bc G 
loved us. If it is G’s wrath which needed to be propitiated, it is G’s love 
which did the propitiating. If it may be said that the propitiation 
‘changed’ G, or that by it he changed himself, let us be clear he did not 
change from wrath to love, or from enmity to grace, since his char is 
unchanging. What the propitiation changed was his dealings w 
us” (Stott, Cross, 174). J the means by which G's wrath is appeased, 
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cross the means by which G's justice is satisfied, J's death breaks cycle 
of sin & wrath bc only sinless One absorbed wrath for sinners—for you, 
for me. 

Ergo Shai Linne: 
So we stand in awe and wonder how come 
God took His jealous anger out on His Son 
So all those who trust Him can see like we're supposed to see 
And be forgiven for our spiritual adultery 

Can understand why some think OT G a G of wrath & NT G a G of love 
bc there seems to be transition from wrath to love, but transition not 
historical. G always all that he ever is & will be: G of perfect love & 
perfect justice. But transition not historical but existential, not that G in 
himself changed but that G has changed in his dealings w sinners like 
you. A way opened for you to escape G's wrath. Oswalt: "There is no 
barrier to our relat w G in the world; the only barrier is in the offended 
justice of G. If a way can be found to break that barrier down, nothing 
can keep his salv from flowing to us. The only thing that remains is for 
us to rise from the dust & receive it" (Oswalt, NICOT, 362). Ergo 
fallacy of "G helps those who help themselves." We're not co-laborers w 
G, relying on his assistance so we can save ourselves. Path of very self-r 
he abhors. We're the beaten/bruised/helpless who lie in the dust in need 
of rescue. & msg of gos: J has come to rescue. So receive it. 

What gos does for us. 
1. Opens up relat w G (6). "This is the wonder of bib relig: we may 
know G" (Oswalt, NICOT, 364). G no longer angry w you. 

2. Turns us from sin (6). Pink: "We are ever prone to regard sin lightly, 
gloss over its hideousness, make excuses for sin. But the more we study 
& ponder G's abhorrence of sin & his frightful vengeance upon it, the 
more likely we are to realise its heinousness" (77). Inc self-r (Rom 2). 
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3. Leads us to reconcile w others (Eph 4.26–27). "The sin is not so 
much in the anger itself as in our tendency to nurse that anger rather 
than seeking reconciliation" (Frame, ST, 273). 

4. Compels us to to defend the powerless (22–23). When G sees 
oppression & injustice, rightly moved to anger bc of his love. So if we 
are to be like G, we too should be moved by love to defend powerless. 
Ergo Restore NYC, SFFC, poor & marginalized in our own ch comm. 
Not merely justifiable but right outworking of gos in our hearts. 

Emos, divine or human, much too complex to explore fully in single 
sermon, yet for that reason not  
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